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The history of Harburg dates back far into the past

Harburg is closer

and its location right next to the river Wörnitz as well

than you think: right in the

as the impressive medieval castle, which ist towering

centre of the Geopark Ries -

above the old town, make it possible to catch glimpses

exactly between Nördlingen‘s

of its turbulent history.

historic city and the old imperial city Donauwörth.

But Harburg offers more: an extensively renovated old

Here the Romantic Road will lead you directly to

stone bridge, the synagogue dating back to 1754, the

Harburg and everything it has to offer!

marketplace with the „Moser Haus,“ the „Strölinhaus“,
the churches of „St. Barbara“ and „Herz-Jesu“ as well as
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numerous picturesque corners!

Schloßstraße 1
D-86655 Harburg (Schwaben)

Should your sightseeing activities make you hungry,

Tel.: 09080.9699-24

Harburg‘s restaurants will offer you a wide variety of

info@stadt-harburg-schwaben.de

traditional Bavarian dishes.

www.stadt-harburg-schwaben.de
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DISCOVER
HARBURG
s
...the gateway to the Rie

Top off your stay in Harburg by having a look at the

HISTORY
& NATURE

„Planet Trail“ and its Pluto station on top of the Bock.

Discovering Harburg on your own is not only an exciting

guided tour.

From there you‘ll also have a spectacular view of the
beautiful Ries which might give you ideas for further
excursions. Learn more about the Geopark Ries on a

but also a pleasant experience. But if you want to learn
more about the little town by the Wörnitz, a guided

GUIDED TOURS

tour might be the right choice for you: discover the old
town with its picturesque corners, narrow streets and

A guided tour of Harburg can be booked by
calling 09080.9699-24 (Mo-Fr) or 09080.9686-0
on weekends. Guided tours are also available
in English. Each guided tour lasts about 90 min.
and costs 15€ for groups up to 5 people and
40€ for groups up to 25 people

beautiful half-timbered houses from a new perspective.
You‘ll also hear many interesting and amusing facts
about the history of Harburg from our well-informed
tour guides.
Explorers, who would rather want to discover Harburg

Guided tours of the castle take

on their own, will ﬁnd the most important facts on information boards on many of the houses in Harburg‘s
old city.

www.stadt-harburg-schwaben.de

place between March and November. Find
more information here: 09080.9686-0 or
www.burg-harburg.de

